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Abstract 

In this study, we propose to evaluate CO2-brine characteristics using core flooding experiment results with magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging and a 1D numerical modelling approach along with a perspective on the role of CO2-brine 
characteristics on storage efficiency at the reservoir scale. MRI can be used to understand the pore structure and the 
flow characteristic of the drainage process more directly. The relative permeability curve which is the key parameter 
to field scale simulation can be obtained by the experiments. 1D numerical modelling is conducted to understand the 
results observed experimentally and the associated processes by using the parameters measured during the 
experiments. The modelling can explain the observed differences with the experiment through a sensitivity analysis 
and propose several set of parameters allowing a good match between experiments and models (history matching). It 
is shown that the combination method between the experiments and the modelling is a suitable method to understand 
the mechanism of CO2 geological storage. Moreover, the experiments can provide the validation to the modelling 
which is the important tool to predict the CO2 migration underground. 
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1. Introduction 

To evaluate the storage efficiency of a geological formation a detailed characterization of the intrinsic 
properties of the rock like permeability and porosity is required. In addition, the characteristics of the gas 
and liquid phase flow properties like relative permeability and capillary pressure remain crucial. 
Technologies to measure such properties have been largely developed in the oil and gas industry with 
laboratory experiments. The laboratory experiments consists in co-injecting CO2 and brine at different 
ratio into a rock core previously collected from exploration wells on the field until the pressure and flow 
rate at the outlet stabilize. When combined with computed tomography (CT) scanner or magnetic 
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resonance (MR) imaging techniques these systems have the added capacity of measuring and visualizing 
the fluid saturation and porosity at the sub-core scale. Numerical modelling of such experiment allows for 
an extrapolation of the CO2 flow and injectivity at the field scale. Regarding CO2 geological storage few 
applications can be found in the scientific literature [1]. Evaluating in three dimensions (3D) the 
heterogeneous CO2-brine characteristics of a porous core during flooding experiments remains a high 
challenging objective with a substantial cost. In this study, we propose to evaluate CO2-brine 
characteristics using core flooding experiment results with MR and a 1D numerical modelling approach 
along with a perspective on the role of CO2-brine characteristics on storage efficiency at the reservoir 
scale. Our aims are (i) to understand the results observed experimentally and the associated processes by 
using the parameters measured during the experiments (ii) to explain the observed differences through a 
sensitivity analysis and (iii) to propose several set of parameters allowing a good match between 
experiments and models (history matching). We based our approach on a laboratory experiment 
conducted on Berea sandstone samples and using the multiphase flow code TOUGH2 developed by the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in California, USA [2]. The 1D approach offers a very fast and 
easy way for evaluating influences of flow properties on CO2 mobility and also for conducting sensitivity 
analysis. On the other hand, it requires a careful analysis of the results to not bias interpretation because of 
the geometrical simplification and we will also assess the limitations of such approach on several aspects. 
The first section will describe the experimental set up and results. The second section will describe the 1D 
model approach. End capillary effect, hysteresis and strategy for optimizing the matching on experimental 
data will be described and discuss. 

2. Experimental Approach 

2.1. Experimental System 

The experimental facility setup for the investigation of two-phase core flooding experiments is 
presented in Fig. 1. The core-holder with core sample is placed horizontally inside a mini magnetic 
resonance (MR) device. Two pumps were used to inject CO2 and pure water with a set flow rate. The two 
fluids were at the same pressure and temperature and mixed before reaching the inlet of the test section 
and flooding through the core sample. Fluorocarbon oil was injected into the interlayer of core-holder to 
build up a confining pressure which can prevent the mixed fluid flow through the gap between the core 
sample and core-holder. The confining pressure should be 1.5-2 MPa higher than the system pressure.  

Pressure transducers allow for the measurement of the pressure at the inlet and the outlet and also to 
measure the pressure drop (difference between the inlet and outlet). The temperature of the system was 
monitored with platinum resistors. Water flow meter provides the inlet water flow rate while a scale is 
used to measure the outlet water flow rate. The gas flow meter serves to measure the outlet CO2 flow rate 
after the separator. The water saturation was imaged by MR technique as explained in the next sections. 
The experiment was performed as a steady-state process. The two-phase fluids are assumed immiscible 
and incompressible. The basic theory is 1D-Darcy interstitial flow theory. The experiment was performed 
with constant total volume flow rate. The two fluids were injected into the test section at a particular ratio. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental system for two-phase core flooding experiments 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental system for two-phase core flooding experiments 

2.2. Experimental results 

2.2.1. MR Measurements 
The water content is measured by MR and weight measurement. MR can measure the water content 

directly keeping the core in the apparatus. The MR technique estimates the porosity at 22.02% with 
0.08% as the relative error, while the scale method gives a porosity value of 21.53% with 2.58% as the 
relative error. Previous measurements using mercury intrusion technique estimated a porosity value of the 
core sample at 22.1% in good agreements with our measurements. 

Effective porosity is calculated by using the relaxation time curve deduced from MR measurement. In 
order to understand MR contrast, it is important to have some understanding of the time constants 
involved in relaxation processes that establish equilibrium following radio frequent (RF) excitation. T2-
weighted imaging relies upon local de-phasing of spins following the application of the transverse energy 
pulse; the transverse relaxation time is termed "Time 2" or T2, typically < 100 ms for tissue. Application 
of such method in geological applications [3] allows for characterizing the size of the pores in which 
water saturation is measured. The bigger T2 is, the bigger the pore is. The distribution and fraction of 
different pore sizes can be measured using the T2 curve. The T2 curve can be divided into three different 
parts: the clay bound water (irreducible water), the capillary irreducible water and the movable water. The 
capillary irreducible water and the movable water are considered as representative of the effective 
porosity. Fig. 2a is the T2 curve calculated from the experiment. The black curve is for water saturated 
state, and the red curve is for the core holder only. The effective porosity 20.14%, which means 91.48% 

 movable water porosity is 19.81%. 

2.2.2. Relative permeability and water saturation 
The experiment was performed at 298K and 10MPa, while an imbibition process after drainage in the 

same conditions. The volumetric flow radio of CO2:H2O varied as 49:1, 19:1, 3:1, 1:1, 1:3, 1:19, keeping 
the total flow rate constant as 2 ml/min. Fig. 3 is the relative permeability versus water saturation curve. 
The blue spots are the water relative permeability from the experiment which increases with the water 
saturation. The red spots are the CO2 relative permeability from the experiment which decreases instead. 
At the beginning of imbibition, for the ratio of CO2:H2O=49:1, the two-phase flow was not easy to get 
stable. It is because when the water fraction is extremely low, the component of the fluid is not constant 
due to the dissolution and diffusion. 
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Fig. 2 T2 curve schematic of effective porosity and movable 
water state of the core sample used in the experiment 

Fig. 3 Relative permeability variation with water saturation 

The irreducible water after drainage from the experiment is 44.1%, and the residual gas saturation is 
about 4%. The residual gas saturation turns out relatively low, because pure water is used in the 
experiment and residual CO2 dissolves into pure water constantly. 

The Van Genuchten-Mualem model (Mualem, 1976 van Genuchten, 1980) is used to fit the 
experimental result, which is as follow:  
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Sl is the water saturation, Slr is the irreducible water saturation and Sgr is the residual gas saturation. 
According to the experimental results, the exponent m is 0.66. The fitting result is shown as the black line 
in Fig. 3. 

3. Numerical simulation of the displacement of CO2 injection into the water saturated rock  

For the numerical modelling, we used the multiphase fluid flow transport code TOUGH2 [2] including 
the EOS module ECO2N. The aim of this study is to understand the results observed experimentally and 
the associated processes. The parameters measured during the experiments are used for the numerical 
simulations (called base case ) and we observe how close simulations and 
experimentations results are using additional alternative cases as described below. 

3.1. Physical model, and base case presentations 

Considering the small size of the core and the absence of information regarding the heterogeneity of 
the core and of the transversal variability of the parameters measured, we decided to use a simple 1D 
mesh using the core dimensions. The length of the saturated rock along the flow direction is 50 mm and 
was divided into 20 slices (cells). The sectional area is 24mm×24mm. We design a base case which 
strictly follows the results given by the experiments. The permeability was measured by the core supplier 
(650 mD; a little different from the value we measured  512mD). The porosity was also given by the 
supplier and confirmed experimentally at 0.22. The van Genuchten relative permeability laws parameters 
for CO2 flooding were estimated according to the experiment at m=0.66 and Sgr=0.44. The residual gas 
saturation Sgr, is set to 0.0001 during the drainage phase and to 5% (measured at 0.04) for the imbibition 
stage. 
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No experimental data were available for capillary pressure. We used data from Krevor et al. [4], who 
performed mercury injection capillary pressure and obtained parameters for Brooks and Corey capillary 
pressure model. Adapted to van Genuchten model, as Pcap=-Po((S*)1/m-1)1-m, we obtained the following 
parameters: m=0.425, Slr=0.11 and P0=2000Pa. No difference between the two stages (hysteresis 
phenomenon) was taken into account for capillary pressure in a first approach. Constant thermo-physical 
properties at 298 K were assumed for CO2 and water. The boundary conditions were fixed with respect to 
the experiment: a constant injection rate (100% CO2 or CO2-brine mixing) was applied at the inlet of the 
core (2 ml/min) and a constant pressure was set at the outlet (10 MPa). For initial condition, the rock 
sample was at 10 MPa and 25°C and 100% saturated by water. Then the irreducible water saturation was 
obtained after drainage. For the imbibition process, various water and CO2 injection ratios were simulated 
one by one, with water fraction increasing. 

3.2. Results of base case 

3.2.1. Pressure difference 
  The pressure differences between the core inlet and outlet are displayed against gas saturation in figure 
4. The black line represents the simulation result and the red spots represent the experimental result. We 
observe these two results can agree with each other quite well. It is due to the relative permeability curve 
which we used in the simulation can describe the experiment properly. The numerical results given by 
TOUGH2 simulation can complete the discrete experimental results. Fig.4 shows the maximum pressure 
difference occurs around the water saturation is 0.85-0.9. Actually, if we modify the relative permeability 
curve in the simulation, the pressure difference curve showed in Fig. 4 will be changed. 
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Fig 4.  Pressure difference varies with water saturation Fig 5.  Gas saturation profiles along the core after steady state 

for the drainage and imbibition stages 

3.2.2. CO2 saturation and distribution 
Figure 5 depicts the gas saturation profiles along the core after steady state during the drainage and 

imbibition stages (for different gas to liquid ratios). For the drainage process, even after a long simulation 
time, no drying out is observed. This can be explained by figure 6. The constant pressure at the core outlet 
being is applied with an infinite volume of water at the last slice of the model, the water flow is unlimited 
and we obtain a real steady state. In reality, water flow is limited and sooner or later a drying out should 
be observed. The capillary effects makes the gas pressure gradient positive while the liquid pressure 
gradient negative, which leads to a water flow opposite to the gas flow.  
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Fig 6. Gas and liquid pressure along the core during drainage at steady state: explanation of the counter-flow 

 
During the imbibition process showed in Fig. 5, for each gas to liquid ratios, a saturation plateau on the 

main part of the core. The numerical side effects are also obtained during imbibition and explain the gas 
saturation drop at the end of the profile. This allows an estimation of the side effects significance: they 
have a relatively large impact when a majority of gas is injected but a lower one when mainly water is 
injected.  

3.3. Sensitivity analysis 

The base case simulations show some discrepancies between the experiment and the numerical model. 
Given the uncertainties for a high number of input parameters in the model, we perform a sensitivity 
analysis on key-parameters in order to evaluate the consequences of these uncertainties. The choice of the 
key-parameters has been based on the observations mentioned in the previous section. We then decided to 
change the capillary pressure curve (P0 in van Genuchten capillary pressure law) and the relative 
permeability curve, and then analyse the sensitivity. 

3.3.1.  Capillary pressure curve 
The values considered in the base case were adapted from Krevor et al. (2012). However, capillary 

pressure parameters are unknown in our experiment. In a similar work on Berea sandstone, Shi et al. 
(2011) proposed to use van Genuchten capillary pressure law parameters obtained for water/air system for 
the brine/CO2 system and used the following parameters: m=0.425, Slr=0.09 and P0=20000Pa.  to check 
the effects of the capillary pressure variation on the modeling, other P0 were selected: P0=200 Pa  and 
P0=20000 Pa. The capillary pressure curves from literature and used in this study are depicted in Fig. 7a. 
Fig. 7b shows the pore size distribution of the core sample of our study and the one from Shi s study. We 
observe the peak (or average) of the pore diameter from our sample is bigger than Shi s. A smaller pore 
size leading to a higher capillary strength (Seol and Kneafsey, 2008), the capillary strength should be 
lower than the one considered by Shi et al. (2012). 

The simulation results are showed in figure 8, in which a) is for the P0=200 Pa case and b) is for the 
P0=20000 Pa case. During the drainage stage, one can observe major changes due to P0 modifications. 
The profile is indeed highly different. The gas saturation is lower when the capillary effects are stronger 
and increases when P0 is lowered. For the case P0=200Pa, we even observe a drying out for the two last 
time steps. This can also be explained by the backflow/non-backflow of water. When the capillary 
pressure decreases, the negative pressure difference for water will fade out. As the backflow disappeared, 
the dry-out zone occurs. During imbibition, when a significant fraction of water is injected, there is no 
major difference between the profiles except a higher influence of the capillary end effects. 
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a)                                                                                          b) 
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Fig 7. a) Capillary pressure curves with P0=200 Pa  and P0=20000 Pa, compared with the base case, b) Comparison of pore size 
distribution of the core sample in our study and the literature 

a)                                                                               b) 
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Fig 8. a) Gas saturation profiles along the core with  P0=200 Pa, b) Gas saturation profiles along the core with  P0=20000 Pa 

3.3.2. Relative permeability curve 
The relative permeability curve is significant for simulation of two phase flow. In this study, we 

changed irreducible water saturation (Slr) and residual gas saturation (Sgr) separately. Figure 9 shows the 
modified curve for Slr=0.15 and Sgr=0.15, compared with the original curve we obtained from the 
experiment and used in the base case (Case 1). 

The simulation results are shown in figure 10, in which a) is for the Slr=0.15 case and b) is for the 
Sgr=0.15 case. We can observe that decreasing the irreducible water saturation leads to an increase in the 
average saturation in the core both in drainage and in imbibition.  

For the residual gas, we recall that non-zero residual gas saturation was considered for imbibition. This 
value represents the gas quantity residually trapped due to capillary forces. When we decreased the Sgr, 
we find it will be more difficult to change the gas saturation by varying the injection ratio. On the other 
hand, since we used two different imbibition curves, there is a significant change between the gas 
saturation curve of the drainage state and the injection ratio of CO2-H2O = 49:1 state. 
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Fig 9. Relative permeability curves with Slr=0.15 and Sgr=0.15, compared with the base case 

a)                                                                             b) 
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Fig 10. a) Gas saturation profiles along the core with  Slr=0.15, b) Gas saturation profiles along the core with  Sgr=0.15 Pa 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we propose to evaluate CO2-brine characteristics using core flooding experiment results 
with MR imaging and a 1D numerical modelling approach along with a perspective on the role of CO2-
brine characteristics on storage efficiency at the reservoir scale. MR imaging can be used to understand 
the pore structure and the flow characteristic of the drainage process more directly. The relative 
permeability curve which is the key import parameter to field scale simulation can be obtained by the 
experiments. A simple 1D numerical modelling approach is proposed to understand better experimental 
results and associated processes with regards to the parameters measured during the experiments. 
Through the sensitivity analysis, we propose several set of parameters allowing a good match between 
experiments and models (history matching). It is shown that the combination of experimental and 
modelling approach allows for a better understanding of the mechanisms which controls multiphase flow 
processes during CO2 geological storage. 
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